Outlook

• Accommodation Facilities meeting 31.09.2009
• WWW booking – see special ACCU presentation
• Current hostel and financial situation
• New hostels, BB, other facilities
• Review financial situation of the Hostel Fund reported due to missing information
• Price of rooms in the hostel 41 ? Proportional to m2 of the room ? Proportional to real cost ? – to be discussed
• Request for locked drawers in rooms of hostel 41. Modify existing desks ? Fourniture for suitcase placement ? – study will be made
• Smoking rooms, reading rooms, TV rooms, offices. More cheap rooms without shower ? – study will be made
• List of the peak booking periods (summer, experiments weeks etc) and low booking periods (week-ends etc). Recommendation to different CERN services to take into account this information. – will be studied
• External hostel/hotel building near GLOBE? – under preliminary study
• Summer student accommodation - different options are under studies
• “Zimmers/B&B” (rooms in private houses) via CERN hostel booking and accounting facility? - difficult by absence of the tradition in the area, insurance policy to be studied
• Extension of the hostel, potentially in the place of building 222 – discussions will continue, depends on the result of the financial review of the Hostel Fund
• Extension of the restaurant-1 – see presentation on this ACCU
• CERN shuttle service – see presentation on this ACCU